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Silex PTE,
motorized lift
& table kit

Discover Silex PTE Quattro in a perfectly designed
environment that leverages the video collaboration
experience, making it the most natural and practical
UC&C system in the market today.
The new collaboration kit is composed of a perfectly
dimensioned squared table and an embedded motorized
lift tuned around your Silex PTE Quattro. When installed
together, your collaboration space will be compact,
futuristic and elegant while offering numerous benefits
and optimizing the PTE Quattro existing unique features.

Table shape and dimensions tuned for an
optimal experience

Features
& Benefits

The table has been dimensioned taking into consideration
body anatomy standards, viewing distance standards and
the PTE Quattro dimensions. The collaboration experience is
enhanced without compromising on comfort:
•

All participants are seated at a same arm distance from
any side of the system (between 65cm (25”) to 74cm
(29”)). Therefore, they can easily touch the screens to
annotate or control the system without leaving their seats

Same Viewing Experience

3.36 m

•

2.2 m

Participants have the best viewing experience from
any side of the system. They are seated in front of
17.5” screens seen from a 70cm (28”) distance
approximatively. This is equivalent to looking at an 84”
screen from a 3.36m (11 feet) distance

70 cm

55"

17.5"

84"

•

Local participants can see each other. The Silex PTE
system on this standard table height does not hide local
participants form each other

•

The Silex collaboration table kit requires between 30% and 60% less room space than a traditional wall-mounted screen
setup. Hence, the required space is reduced and optimized resulting in significant real estate cost reduction
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Perfectly framed participants
All 8 participants sitting around the system are perfectly framed by one of the cameras, therefore:
•

They all look the same size because they are sitting around the designed squared table at the same distance from the
cameras.

•

They have a perfect eye contact during video calls since the camera is located right in front of them

All-in-one Centre of Table concept
Silex PTE systems are unique center of table video collaboration devices that have no equivalent in the market today. They offer
unique advantages that enhance the overall collaboration experience and comfort like no one else:
•

Great meeting intimacy and comfort: up to 8 people are naturally gathered around the table and are seeing each other. No
more neck twisting to look at a wall mounted screen

•

Efficient radial sound distribution from the central embedded Sennheiser speakerphone

•

Great symmetrical audio pickup, since all participants are sitting at an equal distance from the central speakerphone

•

Intuitive graphical user interface accessible from any of the touch screens: no need to leave one’s seat nor to learn how to
use a remote control

•

Flexible white-boarding experience for all 8 participants from any of the 4 touch screens. Anyone can annotate from his/her
side, while still seated and perfectly framed by the camera, and without blocking the screen view from other participants in
the room

Clean meeting space
The Silex PTE collaboration table kit will transform your meeting space into a futuristic and elegant collaboration area where all
technology is hidden:
•

Your setup is perfectly clean without visible wires, AV cables and cameras in the room

•

Silex PTE Quattro is placed on a specially designed motorized lift, in the center of the table. It can be retracted into the
table with a push of a button, leaving the table empty for other purposes

Click Here to see the lift in action

Silex PTE unique features
•

The most flexible content sharing experience: the system supports AirPlay, Miracast and Intel WiDi wireless screen
mirroring protocols allowing any participant to start sharing wirelessly from virtually any device, without the need to install
any client on the device

•

A unique agnostic device: the system offers unparalleled native compatibility with all soft/cloud/web based VC clients that
run on Win10. Therefore, any far end system can be reached no matter what VC platform is used

Table specifications:
Shape: Square with rounded edges
Dimensions: W:160cm x 160cm (63”) - H: 76cm (29”)
Assembly: Easy self assembly
Material: strong metallic chassis, high quality wood top and base cover
Color: White or black
Embedded motorized lift in the center

Motorized lift:
Squared shape base for PTE Quattro
The motorized lift can be ordered as a separate item or as a bundle with the table.

Chairs:
Silex collaboration kit is supplied without chairs
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